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ABOUT

Straightgrain is a Belgian brand of sewing patterns. We have a soft spot for minimalistic, modern designs, with highly original details. Our patterns are known for their high quality, wide array of options and sizes, and very clear and easy-to-follow instructions.

Features:
- Very detailed sewing instructions, with clear, digitally drawn illustrations.
- Detailed information on sizing, yardage, materials, finished measurements of the garment, cutting lay-out, seam allowance, etc.
- All info provided in metric and imperial measurements (cm and yds/inches)
- Possibilities to mix 'n match the different patterns (e.g. Laure dress + Nova sleeves + Tinny collar)
- Each pattern has been thoroughly tested by (generally 30 to 40) sewists.
- Difficult steps are also shown in accompanying video’s (e.g. straight-grain.com/cuffs)
- Patterns are printed on high quality, durable A1 sheets (not tissue paper). They are printed in full-color, so that sizes can easily be distinguished from each other.
- Instructions come in handy booklets, also printed in full-color.
- Patterns and booklets come in beautiful, sturdy folders, printed in full color, fully closed (no cut-outs), and with a spine for easy storing.
- All patterns, booklets, and folders are printed 100% CO2-neutral.
HANAMI

A pattern for stunning dresses. Cool pockets, spectacular pleats, cute sleeves, sweet details - Hanami has it all.

OPTIONS

- gathered skirt
- box pleat skirt
- skirt w/ pockets
- sleeveless
- flutter sleeves
- tulip sleeves
- collar & patchwork
- regular back
- open back
- hidden zipper
- buttons

PRACTICAL
Sizes 1y-12y. Designed for light-, mid-, and heavyweight woven fabrics.

PRICE
$19/€16
UME

Make beautiful shirt dresses by combining the different options. And learn smart sewing techniques while you’re at it.

OPTIES

sizes 1y-12y. Designed for light-, and midweight woven fabrics.

PRICE

$19/€16
NOVA

Make stunning dresses & blouses by combining the many options and some surprisingly easy special details.

OPTIONS

- Dress
- Blouse
- Sleeveless
- Cap sleeves
- Long sleeves
- Hidden zip
- Single button ribbons
- Flat pleats
- Zigzag pleats
- Honeycomb
- Box pleat

PRACTICAL

Sizes 3m-12y. Designed for light-, mid-, and heavyweight woven fabrics.

PRICE

$19/€16
MOIANO

A flattering, lined coat with a hood or a collar, a zipper or buttons, and welt or patch pockets. Beautifully finished inside.

OPTIONS

- buttons + welt pockets + collar
- zipper + patch pockets + hood

PRACTICAL
Sizes 1-12y. Moiano is designed for woven fabrics.

PRICE
$19/€16
HOPPE

A jumpsuit for knit fabrics, ready in no time. It’s comfortable, has several options, and comes with a double size range.

OPTIONS

pleated front          regular front                      shoulder straps       halter straps

PRACTICAL

Sizes 1-12y, in double size range (skinny and regular). Hoppe is designed for knit fabrics.

PRICE

$19/€16
TINNY

Make beautifully finished dresses by combining the different options for collars, skirts, bodices, & sleeves.

OPTIONS

- peter pan
- slim peter pan
- petal A
- petal B
- tomoka
- butterfly asymmetric
- open
- bow tie
- bow
- no collar
- gathered skirt
- circle skirt
- pleated skirt A
- pleated B w. flaps
- regular bodice
- colorblock bodice
- puff sleeve
- cap sleeve
- regular sleeve

PRACTICAL

Sizes 1-12y. Designed for woven (no stretch) fabrics, and closes with a hidden zipper in the back.

PRICE

$19/€16
LAURE

A versatile pattern with a wide range of collar, sleeve, and dress options. Make a qipao, and so much more.

OPTIONS

- shift dress
- dropwaist dress
- sleeveless
- cap sleeve
- short sleeve
- long sleeve
- qipao
- fine mandarin collar
- pussy bow
- no collar

PRACTICAL

Sizes 1-12y. Designed for woven fabrics; closes with a hidden zipper in the back. Closures in the front are decorative (and hence, optional).

PRICE

$19/€16
Lua is a pattern for practical and beautiful sleepsacks. Make a big Lua for baby, and a doll Lua for big brother or sister.

**OPTIONS**
- with or without colorblock option
- straps towards front or back
- doll sleepsack
- teether

**PRACTICAL**
Designed for wovens. Hidden zipper in side and buttons on front. Sizes 6m/12m/24m.

**PRICE**
$15/€13
FELIZ

Make beautiful dresses and blouses by combining the many options. A pattern which can be used all year round.

OPTIONS

blouse  dress  hidden zipper  buttons
narrow flutters  wide flutters  3/4 sleeve

PRACTICAL

Sizes 3m-12y. For light and midweight wovens.

PRICE

$19/€16
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